
 Collection: Once a week 

　●　“Paper ” is the containers and packaging bearing the         mark 

　 ●  Other garbage considered as paper 

※Please clean paper with 
traces of food or beverages 

          First, check whether a                logo mark is displayed on it.        

 Collection: Twice a week  Paper Recycling  Kitchen Waste 
 “Paper ” is the containers and packaging bearing the 
 mark, and other types of papers.  However, newspapers, 
flyers, books and cardboard are excluded. 

● Paper boxes and cups for 
snacks/food 
●Paper boxes of medicine, 
cosmetics, cigarettes 
●Wrapping and alumni foil boxes 
(the metal part is non-burnable 
garbage) 

●Paper cups, tubes  
●Instant noodles cups, instant 
soup cups and the lid 
●Core of wrapping and 

● Paper detergent boxes 
● Yogurt cups 
●Instant noodles cups, instant soup cups 
and the lid   

Food waste/wet refuse 
buckets at collection 
sites 

Water straining 
bucket (for 
household use)  

 ○ Even for paper waste, such as tissue paper/paper towels/adhesive cleaning sheets (roller-
    type)/shredder waste/carbon paper/and paper that is heavily soiled by oil, please put such garbage out
    together with burnable waste. 
 ○ Papers containing personal information can be torn off or crumpled up. 

  Specific precautions 

  ※Please be careful, as the contents of the food waste/wet refuse bucket at the collection site cannot be collected if 
a food waste/wet refuse violation is identified. 

・ Fresh flowers 
・ fallen leaves  

・ weeded grass 

Stores at which 2nd bucket and onward can be purchased (in no particular order) 

 　○　Do not mix different types of waste (mixtures of different objects, such as chopsticks, toothpicks,
         bento-box dividers, and plastic objects). 
 　○　Do not throw away garbage by putting it into separate plastic bags. 
        Do not throw away expired food products that are unopened. 

 ●  Procedure for disposing of food waste/wet refuse 

 Kitchen waste/food scraps ・・・・・.Please drain the kitchen waste neatly and be careful not to
                                                       mix different materials.  

● Use a triangular sink tidy to collect your kitchen waste. 
● Check to make sure that they are not mixed with any foreign objects, 
and place them in a straining bucket. 
● Dispose of them in the food waste/wet refuse bucket on the food 
waste/wet refuse disposal day for your individual ward. 
     Precautions: Only dispose of food waste/wet refuse after straining water
                     from them.  
● Clean and rinse the water straining bucket so that it can be repeatedly 
used.  

 ※ Please check with the store to see if they have stock before purchasing. 

・ Taiyou Store/Pharmacy    Kobayashi city Hosono 1952 　　２２－２６７７

・Home Center Yamasaki   Kobayashi city Tsutsumi 3235 　　２２－７８５８

・Hattan Kanamono Ten Kobayashi city Hosono 2152 　　２３－４１１６

･ Home Plaza Nafco Kobayashi Ten Kobayashi city Tsutsumi 3089-1  　　２５－０４３１

・ Komeri Hosono Ten Kobayashi city Hosono 2721-2 　　２５－１５３１

・ Komeri Nojiri Ten  Kobayashi city Nojiri cho Higashi 
Fumoto 1034-6  

　　２１－６２７１

● Items that can be disposed of as food waste/wet refuse   

● Paper bags, envelopes, pastry wraps, prescribed medication 
envelopes, disposable chopsticks case 
●  Core of wrapping and 
●  Price tags, wrapping paper (for shoes and clothes eg) 
●  Postcards, calligraphy paper 
● Paper cups and plates (please rinse with water) 
● Calendars/posters/jigsaw puzzles (made of paper) 

Put your paper garbage in a 
designated bag 

Collection: Once a week

 [If disposing of large amounts ] 
 There is a possibility that other people will not be able to dispose of their own food waste/wet refuse if the 
bucket becomes full. If you are disposing of a large amount of such waste, please gather them inside of a 
bag designated by the city, and place them next to the food waste/wet refuse bucket. 
Precaution: When disposing of weeded grass or fallen leaves, please make sure to remove any dirt or small 
rocks, etc. 
The same applies for any seasonal waste being disposed of in large amounts at the same time (bamboo shoot 
skins, chestnut skins, etc.) 

Each single household can receive their 1st water straining bucket free-of-
charge. Starting with the 2nd bucket and onward, you will be charged a fee 
to purchase additional ones (no specific rules on the bucket used). 


